
IMPACT OF MICRO ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS IN TELECOM INDUSTRY

Conclusions about the impact of macro-environmental factors and micro- environmental .. Telecommunications Service
Sector in The pervasiveness of.

Employees Employing the correct staff and keeping staff motivated is an essential part of an organisation's
strategic planning process. In August , private players were allowed to set up international gateways via the
submarine cable route. Customers, companies, and the government are divided on how the industry should
develop. Failure to do so will result in a failed business strategy. It not only has beautiful landscape attracts
countless tourists and also can get rich seafood, provided favorable conditions for raw Also the presence of
substitutes constraints the ability of firms in industry to raise price. Rural Penetration: BSNL is playing a
leadership role in developing the telecom infrastructure in rural areas. Unlike internal environment, the macro
and micro environments of a business are not changed by the behavior of its own whilst it is hard for most
firms to be ready for reaction Rapid technological changes, network security threat, mobile application
development, growing IP deployment in the sector have brought back the training and development in the
priority catalogue. Even applying to a job is an online experience; going to a company website and uploading
a resume on their servers is essential. So, data is added to mobile plans. Social factors Telecommunications
horizontal growth is limited. Telephony on internet permitted in April  Wifi and internet are a daily part of
life. The major challenges faced by the HR in recruitment are: Adaptability to globalization The HR
professionals are expected and required to keep in tune with the changing times, i. Also the capacity to more
number of users is more in case of CDMA. This gradual and thoughtful reform process in India has favoured
industry growth In this paper, we will explore some of the domestic and global environmental factors that may
impact Dell Computer A package for migration from fixed license fee to revenue sharing offered to existing
cellular and basic service providers. Political factors Regulation issues come up frequently. National Telecom
Policy was announced which allowed multiple fixed Services operators and opened long distance services to
private operators. The competitive Environment: remote, industry and operating environment 3. An
organization of this magnitude has external factors that can affect the complete operations of the company.
People care for the environmental not only for their fear of upsetting Mother Nature but also because it has an
important role in our economy. There is constant need of updating of knowledge, skills, and attitudes. Unlike
internal environment, the macro and micro environments of a business are not changed by the behavior of its
own whilst it is hard for most firms to be ready for reaction These included cellular mobile phones, radio
paging, electronic mail, voice mail, audio text services, videotext services, data services using VSAT's, and
video conferencing. Customer service representatives are hired to solve problems via website live chat.
Interconnection Usage Charge regime was introduced with the view of providing termination charge for
cellular services and enable introduction of Calling Party Pays regime in voice telephony segment. The
negative impacts of tourism development can gradually destroy the environmental resources on which it
depends. Threat of Substitutes: In porter model substitute products refer to products of other industry.


